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mcqueen

This is the story of Lightning McQueen the car, a Noun from Syria. Before the Syrian Civil war,

McQueen had a Adjective life as a family car for a family of four people. The family kept him clean and

always fueled up, and he always felt loved when he was with them. One morning the family became worried and

kept saying, "We have to escape this awful civil Noun . Goodbye McQueen, we love you."

After the civil war started he was kidnapped by a Adjective man who called himself " Noun man

". ISIS man was very rude to McQueen, he left McDonald's wrappers on the floor and strapped something

Adjective and Adjective to trunk. Then, ISIS man drove McQueen several miles to the city of

Homs. "What a Adjective city," McQueen said. "I've always wanted to visit. I hope it stays this beautiful

forever."

McQueen was never seen again. He killed hundreds. McQueen was blown up by the ISIS man. The ISIS man

screamed "ALLAHU AKBAR" as he was Verb Past Tense the car into a nearby Noun . Like

McQueen, the building was never seen again, nor the people within. Had McQueen known that ISIS man had

strapped a bomb to his Noun , he would've driven himself to Arby's to detonate. McQueen

Verb Past Tense Arby's.

During the time when McQueen saw the "light" he remembered he wasn't kidnapped. He was actually donated to

ISIS man. ISIS man was actually the Arby's hat man. McQueen now in the afterlife will haunt his beloved family

forever.
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